Hail Verification and Carrier Claims Submission

BARON
WEATHER ARCHIVE
Much can be gained by exploring the past. With the Baron Weather Archive, insurers have access
to a trove of weather activity, from radar to Baron-exclusive tornado, hail and roadway weather data.
Integrated into any of your internal websites, services and applications, the archive provides the
following benefits:
• Improved modeling to better monitor cash flow

• Faster post-event support

• Accurate and efficient claims validation

• Enhanced underwriting to better manage risk

• Increased customer engagement and satisfaction

• A complete weather solution for your enterprise

REDUCE FRAUD AND
VALIDATE CLAIMS QUICKLY
Insurance fraud has a yearly impact of $40 billion in the U.S. alone. The Baron Weather Archive allows
insurers to reference previous weather events, such as the paths of hail, potential tornadoes and
damaging winds, and confirm their impact on local communities. Claims can then be validated and
processed more quickly. Your revenue is more secure, and customers are more satisfied.

Road Weather Verification

Risk Modeling

PROTECT
YOUR BOTTOM LINE
Wind Shear Verification

Approximately 22% of vehicle crashes are related to weather, from wet pavement to winter conditions.
Some parts of the country are more prone to severe outbreaks, as well. With the Baron Archive, you can

$40 BILLION
The Yearly Impact of Insurance
Fraud in The U.S.

access years of nationwide radar and exclusive road weather data. Past weather trends help clearly
highlight high-risk roadways and communities, allowing you to manage risks and protect your business.

Post-Event Notifications

INCREASE CUSTOMER
ENGAGEMENT
The switch economy—characterized by policyholders switching from one insurer to another—is worth
$5.8 billion every year in the U.S. To combat this, insurers must proactively engage customers before
and after weather events. Carriers can use the Baron Weather Archive to pull storm data from a
very recent weather event, then identify and reach out to affected customers with post-event assistance,
including kick-starting the claims process, and resulting in better-satisfied customers.

Over 60 data products are available, including:
• Radar data
(Entire US, Canadian,
Australian, European)

• Road weather conditions

• Fire and smoke plumes

• Global Satellite-Derived Radar

• Sea state data

• Baron Hail Path

• Surface conditions

• Drought monitoring data

• Baron High Wind Path

• Satellite imagery & data products

• Rainfall data products
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